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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Modern telephone systems (Intelligent Networks; IN) allow to flexibly introduce 
new services in the network. There, one is increasingly confronted with unde- 
sired interactions of services and service features. The problem of finding service 
interactions is referred to as service inte~uction detection (or: feature interaction 
detection). The aim of the project presented in this abstract is the detection of 
service interactions on the specification level. The core of such a specification 
is the so called Basic Call State Model (BCSM) [Q.1], where the services are 
coupled to. 

We specify services and the BCSM using Product Nets [OP95] (high level 
Petri Nets). By a complete reachability analysis we obtain an automata rep- 
resentation of the complete behaviour of the services. To avoid state-space ex- 
plosion, a compositional analysis technique can be used [Och95]. To check ~br 
service interactions we check temporal properties of the behaviour. In general, 
the behaviour of the specified services, including the BCSM, is too complex to 
efficiently check temporal logic formulae on the automata representation of the 
behaviour (the teachability graph) [CMR93]. Therefore, we first compute an ab- 
straction of the behaviour that has a sufficiently small automata representation 
to check temporal properties efficiently. When calculating the abstract behaviour 
we have to be careful not to hide important behaviour with respect to possible 
interactions of the specified services. As abstraction technique, we use language 
homomorphisms applied to the language accepted by the automaton represent- 
ing the behaviour of the combined services. Because it is very important for a 
telephone system to be able to make progress (we always want to be able to 
make a call eventually), an important class of properties we have to check in 
regard to service interaction detection is the class of liveness properties. It is 
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especially this class of properties that is very delicate to handle with respect to 
abstractions. 

In ' the following section we present two example services, Call Forwarding 
Unconditional (CFU) and Selective Call Rejection (SCR). By discussing these 
two services we give a brief introduction to the methods we use to detect service 
interactions. Finally we summarize the current state of our project and give an 
outlook on the topics we address next. 

2 C F U  a n d  S C R  

As a small example to illustrate the basic idea of our approach towards interac- 
tion detection, we have selected two simple services, Call Forwarding Uncondi- 
tional (CFU) and Selective Call Rejection (SCR). CFU is a service that, when 
active, forwards an incoming call to a selected recepient. Selective Call Rejection 
(SCR) prohibits an incoming call to be signalled; i.e. an incoming call is rejected 
without notifying the intended receiver. 

To keep a first model of CFU and SCR simple, we describe both services on 
a high abstraction level, assuming a very simplified basic call process where the 
activation of a service simply depends on its parameters: The parameter that 
activates CFU is the telephone number to which an incoming call has to be 
forwarded. SCR's parameter is a list of telephone numbers such that calls by a 
caller whose number is in the list are rejected. 

3 I n t e r a c t i o n  o f  C F U  a n d  S C R  

As already mentioned, we have specified CFU and SCR logically as a Product 
Net. Here, "logically" means that we did not involve the underlying model of 
the telephone system, the Basic Call State Model (BCSM) as defined in [Q.1]. 
This first step was intended to show that the methods we propose for service 
interaction detection are indeed suitable for this task. 

We analyzed our model of CFU and SCR for all combinations of CFU and 
SCR being active and being not active involving 3 subscribers (users). The com- 
plete reachability analysis of each active/not active combination of CFU and 
SCR led to automata representations having at most 780 states. All the automata 
were deadlock free. This is an important property for the specified services; for- 
mally this is a safety property. As said in the introduction, the properties that 
guarantee progress are the liveness properties. The liveness property we want 
to check is whether it is always possible to eventually get a connection to an 
intended receiver. If connect is the event that describes the establishment of 
a desired connection, then in temporal logic we want to check if the formulae 
~Oconnec t  ("always eventually connect") is a liveness property with respect to 
the behaviour of the specified services. We can check this property on an abstrac- 
tion of the behaviour that keeps the connect event visible and hides all other 
events. Formally, such an abstraction is defined by a language homomorphism. 
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To be able to check liveness properties on the abstraction[Nit94a, Nit94b, NO95], 
the homomorphisms have to satisfy a special condition called simplicity of lan- 
guage homomorphisms [Och94]. 

Applying a suitable simple homomorphism to the automata representation 
of the behaviour of the specification of CFU and SCR leads to an empty au- 
tomaton, if CFU and SCR are active such that the number of the caller is in the 
rejection list of the subscriber to whom the call is forwarded. That means, for 
this constellation, []Oconnect is not a property of the specification, even if the 
originally called subscriber did not want to reject that call. Therefore, CFU and 
SCR interact by SCR interfering CFU. 

4 Verification of the B C S M  

So far, we only have checked the interaction of services on a logical level. Nev- 
ertheless~ for detecting service interactions in a more realistic specification, the 
underlying telephone system (BCSM) has to be specified as well, to embed the 
services in it. So we have already specified the BCSM as a Product Net and 
have verified its correctness. More precisely, using simple homomorphisms, we 
were able to prove that our specification shows exactly the behaviour as it is 
described by the automata in [Q.1]. 

5 Conclus ion 

As shown above, verification of temporal properties on behaviour abstractions 
is suitable for detecting service interactions. In the example that we briefly ex- 
plained the abstraction step was not really necessary, for the example itself is 
small enough to check temporal properties directly on the behaviour. 

A complete analysis of the BCSM model already leads to a behaviour repre- 
sentation having several thousand states. Including services, we expect several 
tenthousand states. This reaches an order of magnitude of the number of states 
that makes abstraction techniques absolutely necessary. Here, even the analy- 
sis of the specification can become difficult with respect to complexity. Hence, 
a compositional analysis technique of specifications that allows to compute a 
representation of an abstract behaviour without exhaustive construction of the 
complete state space is currently developed [Och95]. We expect that our ap- 
proach will allow us to check several combinations of services for undesired in- 
teractions where any direct verification approach without abstractions would be 
intractable. 
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